Your Technology Continuity Plan & Disaster Recovery Solution

Can your company recover from a physical or technical disaster?
The U.S. Department of Labor states that 93% of companies
suffering data loss are out of business in 5 years.
Replaces Expensive Backup Hardware & Software

Bare Metal Recovery - eliminates system incompatibilities

FREE SQL and Exchange Agents

Two Secure Off site Back Up Locations

Restore Your Server in as little as 45 Minutes

Backup “Snapshots” Taken Every 15 Minutes

Automatic Off-Site Data Encryption Vaulting

Becomes Your Virtual Contingency Server

Exceeds HIPPA Regulations

Technology Continuity & Disaster Recovery
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Business Continuity Planning & Technology
Server Crash
The DataNow Server becomes your virtual server, allowing you
to resume “work as usual” (in as little as 45 minutes)
Your dedicated 3 person Help Now team begin to assess and
resolve situational issues.
After a thorough assessment we begin the necessary steps to
restore your software, files, applications, email, etc.

Imagine you are driving a car at a steady pace down a congested
highway. Now imagine what would happen if you slammed on your
breaks and came to a complete stop.
The smallest glitch in your data center can cause the same effect on
your business. Like an insurance policy, in the midst of a crash, we
assess damages and losses, provide you with a vehicle to access your
data while you are down and repair your server. A data center crash
paralyzes your employees, your clients, and ultimately your bottom
line and can take days to restore.

In order to run such a seamless operation we have a few key
elements that allow this to happen:

DataNow, however, can get you up and running in as little as 45
minutes. With this continuity plan in place, if you report a crash, our
disaster contingency plan is triggered. Here is how it works:

Two Remote Backup Sites - 3,000 miles apart in addition to
your on-site DataNow back up Server
Fully Encrypted Data Vaulting - exceeds HIPPA requirements
Bare Metal Recovery - enables compatibility between all
systems eliminating days of recovery time
DataNow Server - backs up any updated data every 15 minutes
and also serves as contingency server in case of a crash
Virtual Server Restoration - allows you to run your entire
operation from our back up server in case of a crash

Prior to Crash
DataNow back up Server is installed on-site, replacing backup
hardware, software, and any manual back ups
Automated back up snapshots are taken every 15 minutes,
updating your entire data center
Back up snap shots are encrypted and further backed up to 2 off
site locations

Visit us at www.Help-Now.com for more information on DataNow
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Data Now is about...
Running virtually in as little as 45 minutes, not waiting for your server to be
restored or replaced.
Bare Metal Recovery, that can eliminate days of down time.
Delivering disaster recovery best practices, that secures your data in 2 different
sites 3000 miles apart.
Adding disaster recovery to your “Business Continuity Plan”, not wondering
what to do if a disaster strikes.
Simplifying your back up approach, by eliminating manual back ups, tapes, and
off site removal.
It’s about confidence in your business’ protection, and an encryption process
that exceeds HIPPA’s regulations.
Automated 15 minute back up snapshots, that secure your data.

Within a 3 month span
47.8 million people were
affected by data loss
incidents. It is predicted
that this number will
increase to 190 million
people.
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